Vietnam Stock market Technical Analysis
Week: August 27th – 31st
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VN-Index’s long-term trend is still gaining as it stayed above long-term gaining trend line
(from the bottoms in January and February 2016 until now).
Besides, middle-term correcting is showing signs of ending, as:


The index showed signs of cutting up to MA13 and MA5 cutting up to MA13,
confirming the end of middle-term correcting trend.



MACD still stayed below Signal line but tended to move upward, showing weaker
selling signs in middle-term.



RSI increased to 49 from over selling below 30, showing stronger recovering
motivation.

So, we think that middle-term correcting trend is ending. Therefore, investors might consider
opening middle-term purchase with pilot weight. At the same time, hold on to long-term
positions on good fundamental codes with growing prospect in 2018.
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VN-Index’s trend
 Daily chart


VN-Index’s short-term recovering trend is still there since the index closed above shortterm MA lines from MA5 to MA50. At the same time, +DI stayed above –DI, confirming
current gaining trend.
Not just that, other technical indicators are showing positive signs, as MACD was above
Signal line, maintaining buying signs, and RSI increased to 64, showing stronger recovery.
Therefore, the index migtht move on to challenge sentimental resistant level of 1,000 points
next week
In general, recovering trend is still there. Investors might raise a small weight on good
fundamental codes with resanable price and growing prospect in 2018.
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HNX-Index’s trend
 Weekly chart
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HNX-Index’s correcting pressure is ending and middle-term recovering trend is returning
since the index broke middle-term dropping trend (forming from peaks in April and June
2018) and the index is moving to above MA13, confirming the return of middle-term
recovering trend.
Not just that, other technical indicators still showed positive signs, as MACD is tending to
meet up with Signal line from below, and RSI increased to 47, showing increasing recovering
motivation
In general, HNX-Index’s middle-term trend might still be correcting. Therefore, investors
should be cautious with long-term positions on HNX.
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HNX-Index’s trend
 Daily chart

HNX-Index is clearly on short-term recovering trend since the index stayed above MA20 and
MA5, 20, 50 are showing positive differentiation, confirming current trend.
Not just that, other technical indicators also showed positive signs, as MACD and RSI
increased further and +DI is above –DI, showing that the index might move to challenge
resistant level of 116.5 points (Fib 78.6).
Therefore, we think that investors might use technical corrections to raise a small weight on
their portfolio.
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